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The News- Once Over Lightly
--NON-·PROF/TN-ON·PARTI-MN

At Home
Washington-Nelson Rockefeller may quit national
politics in 197 6. He believes that it's better to be left
than President.
Congress--The House approves a Consumer Prote.ction Agency by a mere 9-vote margin. Even some
radical freshmen voted against a multi-million dollar
bureaucracy to tell the housewife what she already
knows.
The Economy-Food stamps are costing the taxpayer $5.8 billion a year and go to some 18.5 million
people a year. Shopkeepers report that food-stamp
customers drive up in Cadillacs, but who cares? Christmas is coming, and who shoots Santa Claus?
Investigations-Frank Thompson, the minority counsel to the Senate Watergate committee, says there is firm
evidence that the Democrats knew of the break-in before
it happened. The honorable senators suppressed this
evidence, which shows to what ends justice will go.
Bankruptcy-New York City spends some $16 million a year to guard the United Nations and protect its
members from the wrath of the citizenry. This doesn't
include the fines delegates would have paid for illegal
parking or the cost of cleaning up the chicken feathers
Fidel Castro left in his hotel suite.
Energy-President Ford really believes in energy independence. Almost three years after the Arab oil embargo, the Administration has permitted two companies
to drill for oil off the Atlantic coast.

Africa-In the three-way civil war which has wracked
Angola since Portugal granted it independence, national
troops captured 20 Soviet soldiers. They claimed they
were waiting for a Streetcar Named Detente.
Buenos Aires--Women's Lib is taking a beating in
Argentina. President Isabel Peron wants to continue
in office, but the country's male chauvinist pigs want her
to tend to her knitting.
Beirut-Violence has erupted again-and again-in
the fighting between Christians and Palestinian-led Moslems in Lebanon. "No one is innocent," said Moslem
Prime Minister Rashid Karami. He and Y asir Arafat
should know.
Madrid-After the death of Generalissimo Francisco
Franco, the world media suddenly discovered that he
had brought prosperity to his nation and pulled it out
of the Middle Ages. Before he died, the press wouldn't
even admit that he was descended from Jews.
Rome-Italy celebrated the first anniversary of its
minority-coalition government. This kind of longevity
is unheard of in recent Italian history, and already the
government is being accused of senility.
Lisbon-Portugal's government keeps playing musical
chairs with its pro-Communist generals, but never unseats them. For the moderates in the cabinet, however,
it's standing room only.
Bangkok-Thailand's Foreign Minister Chaichai
Choonahaven is United States-bound. He doesn't like
Americans or American military assistance, but he
wants us to build an arms factory for him.

Enforcement-Though Washingon spends more than
any other city on its police, the crime rate in the District
of Columbia has barely leveled off to the national average for cities of its size. This proves that a hard-working
cop is no match for a permissive judge.
Democrats--When the National Democratic Issues
Conference met in Louisville, it was picketed by 6,000
anti-busing protesters. To silence them, the conference
agreed to hear their views, but charged that the busing
issue was "bankrupt." This is called heeding the voice
of the people.
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''I am in earnest. I will not equivocate, I will not excuse, I will not retreat a single inch, and I will be heard/"
William Lloyd Garrison
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THE PRESIDENT'S IMAGE

President Ford did more than shake up his Administration when he fired Defense Secretary James Schlesinger and CIA Director William Colby. He struck damaging blows at both his own image and at that of the
"open" White House he had promised the country.
No one can challenge a President's right to have in
his Cabinet the men he wants, for whatever reason.
But the secretiveness in which the change of guard came
about, the abrupt manner in which it was executed, and
Mr. Ford's insistence that policy differences were not
the cause-followed by his belated admission that
"tension" created by Mr. Schlesinger and Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger had disturbed his comfortshocked even the President's staunchest supporters.
Much of the conflict between the Defense Secretary
and Dr. Kissinger was over reports of systematic violations by the Soviet Union of SALT I agreements.
Schlesinger argued that these violations should be forcefully protested, whereas Kissinger held that to do so
would undermine the policy of detente.
Admittedly, Mr. Ford was in a bind. To have aired
these policy differences would have given ammunition
to critics of detente who fear that new concessions at
SALT II will further consolidate Soviet military superiority. Why the President did not allow the Defense
Secretary to resign quietly and gracefully-thereby
avoiding damaging controversy-remains one of the
mysteries of what is now being called the "Sunday
Wipeout."

Precisely what Congress and the media hope to
achieve by destroying the effectiveness of the CIA and
the FBI remains a matter for conjecture. In the case of
the FBI, one aim is to tarnish the memory of J. Edgar
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VIEWING WITH FALSE ALARM
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Hoover, who can no longer defend himself. There is
much wringing of hands over FBI activities against Dr.
Martin Luther King.
What those who view with alarm ignore is that the
surveillance of Dr. King was ordered and supervised by
Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy who, as the documented record shows, was worried about the civil rights
leader's secret contacts with Communist subversives.
In the case of the CIA, the question was posed by
columnist James Jackson Kilpatrick: What if the CIA
had existed in 1938 and had mounted an attempt to
assassinate Adolf Hitler? To this there is silence, or a
mumbling that Fidel Castro is different. During the
missile crisis and in a moral sense, how different?
THE ATTACK ON MOYNIHAN

"A great evil has been loosed upon the world. The
abomination of anti-Semitism has been given the appearance of international sanction. This day will live in
infamy."
So said U.S. Ambassador Patrick Daniel Moynihan
when the United Nations, by a vote of 72 to 35 with 32
absentions, assaulted world decency by declaring Israel
a "racist" state. The response of Congress was equally
forthright, and there was serious discussion of withholding America's half-billion annual contribution to
the U.~. and its agencies--even of U.S. withdrawal
from the General Assembly.
Moynihan's outraged statement, however, has had
a curious fall-out. He is being roundly criticized by elements within the State Department for lacking diplomatic restraint, and his description of Ugandan dictator
Idi Amin-who slaughtered 90,000 of his countrymen
and applauds Hitlerism-as a "racist murderer" is cited
as additional evidence. So great have been the pressures
on him that Moynihan threatened to resign.

rA~=-~=--,

Abroad
Moscow-For th~ third straight year, Soviet leaders
are blaming reactionary weather for their bad grain
harvests. The next step will be to purge re&ctionary
farmers for using reactionary seed. The Communists
will never admit that lack of incentives is to blame.
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A Citizen's Duty
By REAR ADMIRAL ELLIOTI B. STRAUSS,
USN (Ret.)
One of our most prestigious government officials
has said: "The results of our next election may well
mean whether or not our present system of society can
survive." He is probably right. If a new Congress dedicates itself to catering to special interests and particular
factions, to the expense of the general welfare, our way
of life may well be doomed. Can our economy survive
another cycle of simultaneous boom-and-bust?
Henry Hazlitt, one of the soundest of our economists,
has demonstrated that the errors of most economic
measures are (a) that they are directed to alleviating
the ills of a particular group without regard to the
effect these steps will have on the remainder of the
community, or (b) that they alleviate an immediate
,ill without regard to the results the measure will have
one year, five years, or twenty years hence.
If the Congress reflects the will of the people, then
we, the people, in the present and recent past have
misdirected our "will". We cannot continue raising
wages and lowering productivity-the primrose path to
national bankruptcy. Pay must rise only as productivity
rises. To allow them to do otherwise simply feeds the
fires of inflation, in a vicious economic circle.
Between now and the 1976 election, the voters must
examine the record of each candidate so that they can
differentiate between those with bagfuls of economically
indigestible goodies and those who will work for the
good of the country as a whole. At all times, this is the
duty of the voter-but in this time of crisis our survival
will depend on it.
2

- USee NOTES THE TRUSTEES of the President Nixon Justice Fund
extend their wishes of a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year to all of its contributors, and to the millions
of Americans whose support of Richard and Pat Nixon
has never flagged. Two opportunities to sustain the
Fund and to help resolve the Constitutional issue of the
Presidential papers are now at hand. They can celebrate
Christmas or the President's birthday on January 9 or
both, by sending greetings and a contribution to President and Mrs. Nixon at the Ca a
Have you sent in your Bicentenal dues? The 200th anniversary of the nation is a
tting time to mark your dedication to the ideals of
these United States and to enable us to carry out the
objectives of those Founding Fathers which have brought
greatness and prosperity to our country. If the usee is
to carry out its mission, it needs your dues, and now!
A COUNTRY is only as great as its leaders. The "Salute
to Leadership" Dinner, to be held on December 14, at
6 p.m., at the Shoreham Americana in Washington,
will honor major government figures and leading men
and women in all walks of life. Your presence will not
only give recognition to what they are doing but also
give you the opportunity to meet those who are working
in your behalf. Reservations, at $20 per person, should
be made through the USCC office at 1221 Connecticut
Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20036.
NEw DIRECTOR: Mrs. Jean DiCola of Arlington, V"
gin
has been elected to the Board of Direc
of
USC Mrs. DiCola, who taught in the
adelphia
as one child.
public sc
s in 1961-74, is marrie
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Message transmitted directly to Dr. Andrei Sakharov
and to the USSR Academy of Sciences In Moscow,
and through Soviet Ambassador Anatoly F. Dobrynln
and Mark J. Garrison, director for Soviet Affairs of
the State Department.

WE, THE PEOPLE

The Wayward Media
H. L. Mencken: Destroying A Public Figure

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin of Israel and Rabbi
Baruch Korff with his daughter Zamira who accompanied him and Mrs. Korff on a visit to Israel, Syria
and Egypt.

A Man- His Mission
ByRALPHdeTOLEDANO
He is a man of inner joys and outward charm. But
he can also thunder like the Prophets of old against
man's inhumanity to man. With equal dedication, he
has fought the devils of fascism and the tyrants of communism-and he has done so with the quiet conviction
that one man, with the proper fulcrum, can move the
world.
During World War II, he worked ceaselessly and with
no thought of self to rescue thousands of Nazism's victims. During the past year, he has crossed the Atlantic
and the Mediterranean six times in pursuit of peace in
the Middle East. He has spoken out to Jew and Arab
in the cause of a just solution to the complex problems
that beset the world. He can be seen on Capitol Hill, at
the White House, and in the State Department as he
pursues his mission with Messianic zeal.
When the media turned with ferocity on President
Nixon in 1972, he left the peace of his beloved farm in
Rehoboth, Massachusetts, to do battle for a leader at
bay. To this end he mobilized millions, stated his case
unflinchingly-and won the respect and admiration of
friend and foe alike.
His name is Baruch Korff-"baruch" for blessedbut the blessing has been to others-among them those
Rumanian Jews for whom, in a trip to Bucharest, he
opened the door to national identity in a new life in
Israel. Rabbi Korff-rabbi is teacher-has also ranged
the United States from coast to coast, bringing his
message to those who love America but need his encouragement.
A coronary history might have convinced another
man to abide by the Biblical injunction that there is a
time to fight and a time to sit by the fireside. But Rabbi
Korff boards his planes and takes his oxygen to survive
these flights. For him there is only one time-a time to
do. In this conviction, he founded the United States
Citizens' Congress-an organization which derives its
ideals and its strength from the Founding Fathers of the
Republic.
December 1975

The public is not ready to switch from confidence to
doubt on the instant . .. The accomplished [journalistic]
mob-master lays his course accordingly. His first aim is
to arouse suspicion, to break down the presumption of
innocence. . . He knows that he must plant a seed, and
tend it long and lovingly, before he may pluck his
dragon-flower ...
[It] is by just such a leisurely and insidious process
that the presumption of innocence is destroyed and a
hospitality to suspicion created. The campaign against
Governor Sulzer in New York offers a classic example
of this process in operation, with very skillful gentlemen,
journalistic and political, in control of it.
The charges on which Governor Sulzer was finally
brought to impeachment were not launched at him out
of the clear sky, nor while the primary presumption in
his favor remained unshaken. Not at all. They were
launched at a carefully selected and critical momentat the end, to wit, of a long and well-managed series of
minor attacks. The fortress of his popularity was bombed for a long while before it was assaulted. He was
pursued with insinuations and innuendoes; various persons, more or less dubious, were led to make charges,
more or less vague, against him; the managers of the
campaign sought to poison the plain people with doubts,
misunderstandings, suspicions. The effort, so diligently
made, was highly successful; and so the capital charges,
when they were brought forward at last, had the effect
of confirmations, of corroborations, of proof.
From A Gang of Pecksnifjs, edited by Theo
Lippman ( Arlington House, New Rochelle, N.Y.)
Having put his hand to the plow, he has one overriding hope, that those who share his mission-and
they are legion-will put muscle and substance behind
the movement he has inspired, and in so doing lift some
of the weight from his burdened shoulders. This is all
he asks, and who among us can refuse him?
THESNOBS VS. REAGAN

Now that Ronald Reagan has declared his candidacy
for the Republican Presidential nomination, there are
charges that he is nothing but a showman and a salesman of conservative snake oil. Says columnist Joseph
Kraft, "I am enough of an intellectual snob to believe
that a former movie actor shouldn't be President."
However, when Reagan took over the governorship of
California, he was faced by a debt of $90 million. When
he stepped out of office, he left California with a $250
million surplus. The country could use some of that
snake oil.
3
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 3, 1975

MEMORANDUM TO:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

FROM:

RUSS ROURKE

Brent, both Jack Marsh and I were concerned that Rabbi Korff
might interpret any extended silence following his initial request
to the White House as an indication of possible approval or~ at
the very least, that the request was under active consideration.
It was felt, therefore, that we should start turning him off as
soon as possible. We obtained, therefdre, a very preliminary
recommendation on the basic proposal from Dudley Chapman via
Phil Buchen. Basically, Legal Counsel'~ initial view is that the
approval of this request would constitute an inappropriate use of
appropriated U. S. funds.
'I then spoke with Rabbi Korff by telephone,
appeared unlikely that the request could be
any .firm legal basis for that rejection.
attempting to prepare him for the prospect
in the event that decision were negative.

and indicated that it
approved, witrout citing
Specifically, I was only
of a final solid decision,

The following is my own recounting of Rabbi Korff's reaction to my
basic message. "You have very good minds at the White House, but
you tend to look at things in strictly legalistic ways. You should have
an advocate look at this request from a different perspective. We send
jets to get foreign leaders. Sakharov is a symbol. Nothing could
help detente more than to exercise detente. This would be all to the
good. Dobrynin returned my phone call a few minutes ago, but I
was out when he called. I would like to come to the White House to confer
with those individuals who will make this decision, and to refute their
argwnents. There is no question of improper use of taxpayer funds here.
We are not flying dogs around like Roosevelt use to fly Fala. We could
have an already-scheduled U. S. military plane stop off in Moscow and pick
Sakharov up •. I don't want to cause any ruckus • I don't want to
embarrass anyone, but this man represents a symbol to the American

..
-2-

people. They would want it to happen. He is a key to the very
foundations of our being. I will get on the three major networks
to raise the money to repay the U. S. Government for whatever it
costs. 11
I made no effort whatever to conduct a running debate on each of the
above points. I merely thanked him for his reaction, and told
him that we would be back in touch with him as soon as a final
decision is made.
I would appreciate your guidance.

cc: DCheney
PBuchen
\
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 3, 1975
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MEMORANDUM TO:

BRENT SCOWCRO~T

FROM:

JACKMARsr""'

Rabbi Korff called here this afternoon en a transportation request.
He had earlier tried DOD, but was advised White House approval was
necessary.
His request was to bring Dr. Sakharov from Moscow to Washington,
D. C., via military aircraft, in order that Sakharov might receive an
award at the First Bicentennial Awards Dinner of the U. S. Citizens
Congress. This event is scheduled for December 14 at the ShorehamAmericana in Washington, D. C. Other recipients this year include
Secretary Bill Simon, Senator Carl Curtis and Admiral Arleigh Burke.
Korff has spoken directly with Sakharov concerning prospective award.
Sakharov verbally responded that he would " accept the award with
pleasure" , and hoped to attend. Korff purchased Pan Am ticket for
Sakharov from Moscow to Washington.
Here is where the factual situation gets fuzzy. Korff advises that
Russians will not permit Sakharov to leave Soviet Union. He suggests
U. S. military flight is only acceptable alternative. Korff has no solid
evidence that Soviet Union would permit Sakharov to leav e even if a
U. S. military flight was arranged. A Deputy of Korff's has discussed
this matter with Dobrynin. Results of that conversati on are confusing
and unreliable.
After failing to reach Bill Clements, Korff presented the transportation
request to Col. Ken Bailey at DOD. Korff indicates that Bailey advised
him that they "would need White House approval before moving forward".
Consequently my office has been contacted. Korff is staying in Washington,
D. C., and has indicated he'll continue to maintain contact with my
office until final decision is made.
Russ Rourke talked with Korff and gave him no encouragement and simply
received his views and noted his request without encouragement of any
sort.

-2However, because of the personality involved, it was felt best
to handle this rather carefully.
Of course, we have not encouraged him and are trying to turn off
the request.

cc: PBuchen
DCheney

P. S.
Another report follows on a more recent development •..
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 3, 1975

MEMORANDUM TO:

BRENTSCOWCRO~T ~

FROM:

JACK

MARS~~~

/
Rabbi Korff called here this afternoon on a transportation request.
He had earlier tried DOD, but was advised White House approval was
necessary.
His request was to bring Dr. Sakharov from Moscow to Washington,
D. C., via military aircraft, in order that Sakharov might receive an
award at the First Bicentennial Awards Dinner of the U. S. Citizens
Congress. This event is scheduled for December 14 at the ShorehamAmericana in Washington, D. C. Other recipients this year include
Secretary Bill Simon, Senator Carl Curtis and Admiral Arleigh Burke.
Korff has spoken directly with Sakharov concerning prospective award.
Sakharov verbally responded that he would 11 accept the award with
pleasure 11 , and hoped to attend. Korff purchased Pan Am ticket for
Sakharov from Moscow to Washington.
Here is where the factual situation gets fuzzy. Korff advises that
Russians will not permit Sakharov to leave Soviet Union. He suggests
U. S. military flight is only acceptable alternative. Korff has no solid
evidence that Soviet Union would permit Sakharov to leave even if a
U. S. military flight was arranged. A Deputy of Korff's has discussed
this matter with Dobrynin. Results of that conversation are confusing
and unreliable.
After failing to reach Bill Clements, Korff presented the transportation
request to Col. Ken Bailey at DOD. Korff indicates that Bailey advised
him that they "would need White House approval before moving forward".
Consequently my office has been contacted. Korff is staying in Washington,
D. C., and has indicated he'll continue to maintain contact with my
office until final decision is made.
Russ Rourke talked with Korff and gave him no encouragement and simply
received his views and noted his request without encouragement of any
' sort.

---

-2However, because of the personality involved, it was felt best
to handle this rather carefully.
Of course, we have not encouraged him and are trying to turn off
the request.

cc: PBuchen
DCheney

P. S.
Another report follows on a more recent

develop~ent.
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TO:

JACK MARSH AND RUSS ROURK

FROM:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

l.

It is obvious that we cannot send a military aircraft

to Moscow to pick up Dr. Sakharov.
of which you are

~~ very

The thing we have to avoid,

conscious, is anoth'er Sotzq.enitsyn

affair.
2.

It seems to me that the basic point is that the

Soviets either will Let Sakharov fly out or they witl not.
witl,

If they

he can fly out on a commercial plant.or Korff can charter· one
J

if he so desires.

If the Soviets will not let him depart, sending a

military planethere will make absolutely no difference.
3.

To my recollection, we have never sent a military

aircraft overseas to pick up a foreign leader, although that is
largely irreLevant to the case here.

I agree with you that we have

~

to handle this case carefulty, but !"'think that Phil Buchen's legal opinion
plus the arguments above ought to do the trick.

I wish I had some

more brillant thoughts to give you on the matter but about the only
thing I can add is I am glad I am here and not back there with you.

"'

Seriously, if yoll need any more

~~.

please let me know.

~--l'L..~

~ 'b~apprised
4.

of developments.

Warm regards.
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WASHINGTON

December 3, 1975

MEMORANDUM TO:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

FROM:

RUSS

ROURKE~~

Brent, both Jack Marsh and I were concerned that Rabbi Korff
might interpret any extended silence following his initial request
to the White House as an indication of possible approval or, at
the very least, that the request was under active consideration.
It was felt, therefore, that we should start turning him off as
soon as possible. We obtained, therefore, a very preliminary
reconunendation on the basic proposal from Dudley Chapman via
Phil Buchen. Basically, Legal Counsel's initial view is that the
approval of this request would constitute an inappropriate use of
appropriated U. S. funds.
I then spoke with Rabbi Korff by telephone,
appeared unlikely that the request could be
any .firm . legal basis for that rejection.
attempting to prepare him for the prospect
in the event that decision were negative.

and indicated that it
approved, withmt aiting
Specifically, I was only
of a final solid decision,

The following is my own recounting of Rabbi Korff's reaction to my
basic message. "You have very good minds at the White House, but
you tend to look at things in strictly legalistic ways. You should have
an advocate look at this request from a different perspective. We send
jets to g.et foreign leaders. Sakharov is a symbol. Nothing could
help detente more than to exercise detente. This would be all to the
good. Dobrynin returned my phone call a few minutes ago, but I
was out when he called. I would like to come to the White House to confer
with those individuals who will make this decision, and to refute their
arguments. There is no question of improper use of taxpayer funds here.
We are not flying dogs around like Roosevelt use to fly Fala. We could
have an alieady-scheduled U. S. military plane stop off in Moscow and pick
Sakharov up. I don't want to cause any ruckus . I don't want to
embarrass anyone, but this man represents a symbol to the American

-2-

people. They would want it to happen. He is a key to the very
foundations of our being. I will get on the three major networks
to raise the money to repay the U. S. Government for whatever it
costs."
I made no effort whatever to conduct a running debate on each of the
above points. I merely thanked him for his reaction, and told
him that we would be back in touch with him as soon as a final
decision is made.
I would appreciate your guidance.

cc: DCheney
PBuchen

THE WHITE HOUSE
&ECJIE'T/SENSITIVE

WASHINGTON

December 4, 197 5

MEMORANDUM TO:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

FROM:

RUSS ROURKE

I had a very extensive conversation with Rabbi Korff this morning;
the basic purpose of which was to completely turn-off th~ request
to provide military aircraft to pick up Dr. Sakharov in Moscow. I
was pleasantly surprised by Rabbi Korff 1 s reaction. Although he
did attempt to rebut certain of my arguments, he could not really
dispute the three basic points we were able to make, i.e., the Soviets
have given no evidence whatever of their willingness to permit
Sakharov to leave; the convenient commercial airline schedule with
which I was able to provide him presented irrefutable evidence that military
aircraft was totally unnecessary even if the Soviets were to permit
his departure; the law, 31USC665, clearly prohibits monies being
spent for purposes other than that for which they were appropriated.
In addition, I was able to advise Rabbi Korff that in the event the
Soviets permitted Sakharov 1 s departure and he was scheduled to come
to Washington aboard commercial flight, we could assist in resolving
any administrative or mechanical problems he might encounter either
prior to leaving Moscow or upon his arrival in Washington.
Rabbi Korff expressed his deep appreciation for the very comprehensive effort we had made in exploring all facets of his request. In fact
he invited me to attend the December 14 dinner if my schedule permitted.
He again added that he had no desire to embarrass the White House. He
was il:istrwnental in turning off a man from Holland who asked Korff
to invite Solzhenitsyn to the dinner. Korff felt that such an effort might
again present an embarrassing situation for the President.

I

-2conversation with Korff.
A last problem we had concerned a Jack Anderson inquiry on this
matter. Korff, who denies he initiated Anderson contact, and I
tend to believe him, says he received a direct call from Anderson
yesterday. I received a similar call from Gary Cohen of Anderson's
staff less than three hours after my original conversation with Korff.
Following my final turn off to Korff, I gave Cohen a promised wrap-up
report. He accepted our entire statement with the same practical
understanding that characterized my last discussion with Korff.

cc: DCheney
JMarsh
PBuchen
BHyland
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 4, 1975

. MEMORANDUM TO:
FROM:

BRENT SCOWCROFT
RUSS ROURKE

I had a very extensive conversation with Rabbi Korff this morning;
the basic purpose of which was to completely turn-off the request
to provide military aircraft to pick up Dr. Sakharov in Moscow. I
was pleasantly surprised by Rabbi Korff's reaction. Although he
did attempt to rebut certain of my arguments, he could not really
dispute the three basic points we were able to make, i.e., the Soviets
have given no evidence whatever of their willingness to permit
Sakharov to leave; the convenient commercial airline schedule with
which I was able to provide him presented irrefutable evidence that military
aircraft was totally unnecessary even if the Soviets were to permit
his departure; the law, 31USC665, clearly prohibits monies being
spent for purposes other than that for which they were appropriated.
In addition, I was able to advise Rabbi Korff that in the event the
Soviets permitted Sakharov's departure and he was scheduled to come
to Washington aboard commercial flight, we could assist in resolving
any administrative or mechanical problems he might encounter either
prior to leaving Moscow or upon his arrival in Washington.
-.·
'
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Rabbi Korff expressed his deep appreciation for the very comprehensive effort we had made in exploring all facets of his request. In fact
he invited me to attend the December 14 dinner if my schedule permitted.
He ag~in added that he had no desire to embarrass the White House. He
was ins·trumental in turning off a man from Holland who asked Korff
to invite Solzhenitsyn to the dinner. Korff felt that such an effort might
again present an embarrassing situation for the President.

I
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conversation with Korff.
A last problem we had concerned a Jack Anderson inquiry on this
matter. Korff, who denies he initiated Anderson contact, and I
tend to believe him, says he received a direct call from Anderson
yesterday. I received a similar call from Gary Cohen of Anderson's
staff less than three hours after my original conversation with Korff.
Following my final turn off to Korff, I gave Cohen a promised wrap-up
report. He accepted our entire statement with the same practical
understanding that characterized my last discussion with Korff.

cc: DCheney
JMarsh
PBuchen
BHyland

RUSS:
The following flight leaves every FRIDAY from Moscow to Washington:
LV.
AR.
LV.
AR.

Moscow
London
London
Dulles

8:15 a.m.
8:55 a.m.
10:40 a.m.
2:10p.m.

AEROFLOT #243
PAN AM #107

(any other flight would have to connect in either Copenhagen, Paris,
London, Prague, Frankfurt and then on to New York - then to Washington.)

The following flight leaves Washington every MONDAY & WEDNESDAY
to Moscow:
LV.
AR.
LV.
AR.

Dulles
Paris
Paris
Moscow

6:45 p.m.
TWA 890
8:25 a.m. (on Tues., or Thurs.)
AEROFLOT #270
12:05 p.m.
5:45p.m.
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SCO TO

12

TO:

JACK MARSH AND RUSS ROURK

FROM:

BRENT SCOWCROFT
1.

It is obvious that we cannot send a military aircraft

to Moscow to pick up Dr. Sakharov.
of which you are

~i~ very

The thing we have to avoid,

conscious, is anothef Solzl?-enitsyn

affair.
2.

It seems to me that the basic point is that the

Soviets either will let Sakharov fly out or they will not.

If they

will, he can fly out on a commercial ptane;u- Korff can charter one
if he so desires.

If the Soviets will not let him depart, sending a

military planethere will make absolutely no difference.
3.

To my recollection, we have never sent a military

aircraft overseas to pick up a foreign leader, although that is
largely irret"evant to the case here.

I agree with you that we have

~

,.

to handle this case carefully, but
I think that Phil Buchen's legal opinion
.
plus the arguments above ought to do the trick.

I wish I had some

more brillant thoughts to g i ve you on the matter but about the only
thing I can add is I am glad I am here and not back there with you.
Seriously, if yov need any
~~

~ 'beJ\apprise~
4.

mor~ i:t;;t.Y~,

please let me know.

of developments.

Warm regards.

.SECREt \ltr;S\ ':'~t.

. . ........
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 5, 1975

Dear Rabbi Korff:

\N\

1- '
~
~
Ia--

~c.-..-~

As I indicated in our conversations,we ~•8aaeel : :iiA ~·eat seduasnees
your request that the United States Governm.ent provide a military
r-~ aircraft to bring Dr. Sakharov to Washington for your U. S. Citizens
----.,...,----.:C~o...n"'"g..._r;.;;;e.;:.s...:s=,B~i~c~e=n:st~e=mu..;;;..:·:....a.;l~A:.;.:w::.a::.r:.d.;.s~1:>inne r. Fallowing our initial conver sa.IV.... u )l.tion, I staffed your request through the appropriate offices at the
~ White .House. As I indicated to you, three fundamental reasons prevented us from complying with your proposal: . , 1

r

'7'7
f

(

1)

No clear evidence was seen to indicate that the <1A'SS /'2,i; itts would be willing to permit Dr. Sakharov to
leave Russia at this time.

2)

It appears that convenient commercial air transportation is available from Moscow to Washington on
dates that would fit the required schedule.
Legal Cow;_sel's Office has advised us that the
law, . specifically 31USC66S prohibits monies
from being spent for purposes other than that
for which they are appropriated.

L~~ me. r.e.i~erate that, should the opportunity prese.:t:tt itself, we

would be only too happy to do whatever we can to assist Dr. Sakharov
in connection wi~ny administrative)o(mechanical}lroblems)he might
have in leaving Russia or upon his arrival, in the event the.SQ11tietl
decide to permit his departure aboard corn...--nercial air transportation.
Your very understanding manner and helpful attitude are deeply
appreciated.
I enjoyed our conversations and look forward to the pleasure of
chatting with you again in the future.

-2With every good wish, I remain,
Sincerely,

~t?.~

Russell A. Rourke
Deputy to Presidential ·
Counsellor, John 0. Marsh, Jr.

Rabbi Baruch Korff
1221 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Fifth Floor
Washington, D. C.
20036

'
\

'

/

'~·

'

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 5, 1975

Russ -- Unfortunately. I had
already sent out the copies to
Buchen. Hyland, Scowcroft,
& Cheney before JOM decided
to change letter to Korff. Do
you want to send a revised copy?
Sorry.
' '

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 5, 1975

Dear Rabbi Korff:
This is in further reference to our conversation concerning your
request that the United States Government provide a military aircraft
to bring Dr. Sakharov from Moscow to Washington for your U. S.
Citizens Congress Bicentennial Awards Dinner.

s att~ndance did not
work out. As I indicated to you earlier there was no evidence that the
Soviet authorities were, in fact, prepared to permit Dr. Sakharov to
leave the Soviet Union. Further, it appears that, should they have
permitted him to leave, commercial transportation was available. In
addition, the Legal Counsel's Office has pointed out there is serious
question as to expenditure of government funds for this purpose.

It is unfortunate that your plans for Dr. Sakharov'

Nevertheless, let me reiterate that I have been advised that, should it
prove·possible for Dr. Sakharov to visit the United States, our Embassy
would be only too happy to do whatever is appropriately possible to assist

him.
Your very understanding manner and helpful attitude are deeply appreciated.
I enjoyed our conversations and look forward to the pleasure of chatting
with you again in the near future.
Sincerely,

Russell A. Rourke
Deputy to Presidential
Counsellor, John 0. Marsh, Jr.
Rabbi Baruch Korff
1221 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C.
20036

RAR:cb

FILE COPY
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 5, 1975
7:00 p.m. -- the attached was
delivered to Rabbi Korff,
Mayflower Hotel, 1127 Conn.
Ave., NW, Room 678, Wash., D. C.
AT SUGGESTION OF Barry
Cooperstein - since he wouldn't
be at 1221 Conn. Avenue, NW, too
much longer.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 5, 1975

Dear Rabbi Korff:
This is in further reference to our conversation concerning your
request that the United States Goverrunent provide a military aircraft
to bring Dr. Sakharov from Moscow to Washington for your U. S.
Citizens Congress Bicentennial Awards Dinner.
It is unfortunate that your plans for Dr. Sakharov' s att~~dance did not
work out. As I indicated to you earlier there was no evidence that the
Soviet authorities were, in fact, prepared to permit Dr. Sakharov to
leave the Soviet Union. Further, it appears that, should they have
permitted him to leave, commercial transportation was available. In
addition, the Legal Counsel's Office has pointed out there is serious
question as to expenditure of goverrunen.t funds for this purpose.
Nevertheless, let me reiterate that I have been advised that, should it
prove·possible for Dr. Sakharov to visit the United States, our Embassy
would be only too happy to do whatever is appropriately possible to assist
him.
Your very understanding manner and helpful attitude are deeply appreciated.
I enjoyed our conversations and look forward to the pleasure of chatting
with you again in the near future.
Sincerely,

Russell A. Rourke
Deputy to Presidential
Counsellor, John 0. Marsh, Jr.
Rabbi Baruch Korff
1221 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C.
20036
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 5, 1975

MEMORANDUM TO:

JACK MARSH

FROM:

RUSS ROURKY

Jack, attached is wrap-up cable to Brent. " '
FYI, Korff has requested written memo which specifically set s forth
the actions we took as a result of his request, and the reasons for
the denial. While I fully understand the down side involved in satisfying such a request, I do believe that we can provide a brief memo
that will keep him in a "pleasant and cooperative mood" .
I might note that Korff advised me that President Nixon told him several
weeks ago to do everything possible to "keep your Conservative hotheads
1
from attacking President Ford! It was as a result of that guidance that
Korff spoke with Ralph De Toledano, Editor of We The People to convey
that basic message. Actually Korff and I had a very pleasant and
friendly conversation.
This "U. S. Citizens Congress" is apparently a conservative organization,
whose Board is comprised of such popular right wingers as Admiral
Strauss, General Jimmy Fry, Ralph De Toledano, etc. Korff wound
up suggesting that "with your personality and charm, you should
run for Congress •.• I didn't bother to give him the casualty report
from ' 74."
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 5, 1975

MEMORANDUM TO:

BILL HYLAND...

FROM:

Russ ROURKE(lJV

/

Bill, I clearly recognize the possible headaches involved in
sending a written memo such as the attached. It w,as the one
'
demand that I permitted Rabbi Korff to make of me.
He wants
this memo in order to prove to his Board members that a serious
effort on his part was made with an equally serious staffing effort
at the White House.
If you have any problems with my memo, please feel free to make
any appropriate changes. I promisalto send my memo to Korff by
messenger this afternoon.

Thanks again for your help.

.

.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 5,

Dear Rabbi Korff:
As I indicated in o~r conversations we treat d with great seriousness. D. I:.. _
your request that the United States Gover
ent provide a ~»y A ~
aircraft to bring Dr. Sakharov to Washingto for your U. S. Citizens
Congress Bicentennial Awards Dinner. Fol owing our initial conversatioX:, I staffed your ~eq_uest through the ap opriate offices at the .,~ ..
White House.
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our very understanding manner and helpful attitude are deeply
appreciated.
I enjoyed our conversations and look forward to the pleasure of
chatting with you again in the future.
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* e t me reiterate that) should the opportunity present itself, '\vould be only too happy to do whatever we can to assist Dr. Sakharov
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our very understanding manner and helpful attitude are deeply
appreciated.
I enjoyed our conversations and look forward to the pleasure of
chatting with you again in the future.

-2.. · Wi,.th every good wish, I remain,
Sincerely,

~t1.~

Russell A. Rourke
Deputy to Presidential
Counsellor, John 0. Marsh, Jr.

Rabbi Baruch Korff
1221 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Fifth Floor
Washington, D. C.
20036
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